ENHANCE THE EFFICIENCY
OF YOUR RPS STRATEGY
LEARN HOW OUR COMPREHENSIVE AUDITS AND FRACTIONAL
EXECUTIVES CAN GROW YOUR SUSTAINABILITY BUSINESS

RPS MANAGEMENT
RENEWABLE PORTFOLIO STANDARDS (RPS)
Renewable Portfolio Standards have been implemented by many local and state governments to incentivize customers to
take advantage of clean energy sources. Unfortunately, the everchanging energy options, regulatory obligations, market
pricing, compliance standards, and other hurdles make RPS Management an overwhelming task. From comprehensive,
unbiased audits to a Fractional Executive who brings proven expertise to your team, Roots offers the right solution that
fits your unique RPS Management strategy and budget.
Take advantage of our full suite of RPS account services including:
• Detailed Audits
• Compliance Reporting
• REC Procurement
• Legislative Tracking

QUESTIONS
WE HAVE THE ANSWERS TO ALL YOUR RPS

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Pricing and Valuation Curves
• Position Management

What is the true cost of RPS in our portfolio?
What is the current value of our renewable trades?
How can we leverage market opportunities and still
maintain confidence in our current strategy?
How does pending legislation affect our portfolio?
What does our net open position look like by state?
Are we monetizing our RPS position?

UNBIASED RPS AUDITS
Our project-based RPS audits give you the complete, unbiased story of your RPS accounts - exposing potential problems,
as well as identifying opportunities for new processes and standards that can increase revenues. Our RPS Audits will:
Create a
NOP report
to compare
vs.suppliers

Investigate
deficiencies
in REC
position

Evaluate
curves to
ensure right
values

Review all
retail and
wholesale
contracts

SEAMLESSLY INTEGRATED FRACTIONAL EXECUTIVE
Working remotely, in-office, or a hybrid of both (depending on your company’s needs), our RPS team serves as a
seamless extension of your energy management desk. Our Fractional Executive is the perfect solution for retailers that
may not have the time, team or budget to manage their RPS strategy. Most importantly, our Fractional Executive services
are scalable to meet your exact needs, budget and office locations.

LET’S GET STARTED!
Roots Clean Energy is a sustainable energy consultancy that develops and operates industrial-grade solar power systems,
wind, community solar, energy storage solutions and advanced power plant control systems. From comprehensive audits
to in-house RPS Management executives who seamlessly integrate with your team, we offer a full suite of services to
enhance the efficiency of your RPS accounts. Call (281) 415-0260 or email AJS@RootsCleanEnergy.com to get started.
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